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KNOT.CO ENTERPRISE 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Knot Company is a new company that operated in Johar. The name of this company 
based on our business type that is bracelet which has a knot that strengthen our bond. The 
name is easy to pronounce and remember so that the customer of this company can easily 
remembered it. 
As for the business, we are providing a newly invented technology which is Universal 
Survival Bracelet. As we move forward towards the future, technology grow and become much 
better. Providing this product will give a lot of advantage for its consumer as it can make their 
problem much easier to be completed when they are going for hiking. We are going to provide 
this product to the entire nations so that this bracelet can be used by all people around this 
country. 
We are starting this business with a total of 5 workers which is the general manager, 
administration manager, financial manager, operational manager and marketing manager. 
Our market target in future is our company will do join venture and set a deal with Nike 
or Adidas. As a beginning, our company targeted a sports shop and spread it in Johar. This 
product will be affordable and very useful for them to use when in case of emergency if they 
need it in while hiking. In addition, our customer do not have to worry about our product 
because as we say in our company motto 'Nothing Impossible' which means nothing is 
impossible when people wear this bracelet because it has many function that can help them 
to survive. 
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KNOT.CO ENTERPRISE 
1. Introduction
Name of Business Knot.Co Enterprise 
Nature of Business Partnership 
Industry Profile Innovate the multi surface cleaner for 
easy cleaning floors. The device is 
remote controlled and designed to 
release water and detergent for cleaning 
floors. The company aims to reduce 
human energy in household works and 
makes it entertaining. 
Location of Business 
Date of Business Commencement 1st September 2016 
Factor of Selecting the Business To create new product in cleaning 
industry. 
Future Prospects of the Business 1. To increase sales and marketing
activities by enlisting and adding
the number of experienced
marketing.
2. To produce the best quality and
effective cleaning device.
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